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Tropical paradise a new home for CRL building
A tropical corner of the Pacific 2,500 remote kilometres from New Zealand will be the new
home for a distinctive Auckland building being demolished for the City Rail Link
(CRL)project.
The building in the middle of Beresford Square is being removed to construct the station
under nearby Karangahape Road and shipped to the island of Niue and rebuilt as a café.
“This is a win-win outcome for everyone,” says Dale Burtenshaw, Deputy Project Manager for
the Link Alliance, which is building the tunnels and stations for City Rail Link Ltd. “A wellknown destination in the K Road area is preserved and gets a new life, and we remain on
track with our construction programme.”
The building was built 25 years ago as a café on the site of a turning circle for Auckland’s
old trams. The person behind its construction is now at the centre of its preservation.
Rob Roughan, who is of Niuean heritage, intends to reassemble it as a café on a vanilla
plantation he is developing to help promote Niue’s tourism.
“Niue is home to fewer than 2000 people and tourism is an important money earner for the
island. The number of visitors is growing, and the hope is that my old café will be nostalgic
reminder for some of them.”
When Rob and his partners built it in 1995, they had the building bolted together instead of
welded. This is making deconstruction and reassembly possible. Sections of the building
are being packed into a container at the Beresford Square site before it is shipped to Niue.

Over the years, the building has been used for cafes and wine bars and finally as an
information hub to inform Aucklanders about the future benefits the City Rail Link project.
Saving the Beresford Square building is part of an active sustainability policy adopted by the
Link Alliance. Last year, material salvaged from buildings being demolished at the CRL site
in Mt Eden was shipped to Tonga for reuse, and an historic 19th century kauri cottage was
safely trucked to a heritage site in Waikato.
The Link Alliance is a group of New Zealand and international infrastructure companies
delivering the main CRL works. The companies are: City Rail Link Ltd, Vinci Construction
Grands Projets S.A.S, Downer NZ Ltd, Soletanche Bachy International NZ Ltd, WSP Opus (NZ)
td, AECOM New Zealand Ltd, and Tonkin+Taylor Ltd

More information about the CRL project is available at https://www.cityraillink.co.nz
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